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Abstract 
Laser guided transport has been simulated in axisymmetry for intense 

electron beams at energies ranging from 3 to 45 Me\’ for currents of 2 to 5 
kA. The simulation includes time variation of guiding channel formation and 
the time evolution of channel ion oscillations. Experimental behavior is also 
predicted with less elaborate beam slice calculations and the beam envelope 
model. Examples are presented of various channel focusing strengths and 
ratio of beam to channel radius. 

1. Introduction 

A relativistic electron beam can be focused and transported by a channel 
of ions. The behavior of the electrons transported by an ion channel is 
fundamentally diKerent compared to magnetic transport for two reasons. 
First, the radial potential depends strongly on the position of an electron 
with respect to the edge of the channel. Second, transport properties depend 
strongly on the density and spatial profile of the ion channel. Furthermore 
the ion channel is also affected by its formation process. Among the various 
methods of channel formation, usually impact or photo ionization is used. In 
the AT.4 experiment a laser is used to ionize a background gas and generate 
an ion channel which is similar to the spatial profile of the laser. This process 
is known as laser guided transport [l]. 

The ATA electron beam is created in a diode gap. Since it is not pos- 
sible to have the level of background gas needed for laser guided transport 
in the diode, it is necessary to begin transport using magnetic focusing. 
The implication of this necessity is that there must be a transition from 
magnetic to laser guided transport. The complexity of this process coupled 
with the previously mentioned considerations has required extensive numer- 
ical modeling. Many computer runs have been done in the axisymmetric 
approximation with either an envelope beam model or the more complete 
DPC [2] simulation. 

The basic beam behavior particular to the laser guiding transport tech- 
nique is discussed in section 2. Attention is given to the consequence of 
ion motion and what this means for various parameter relationships. In 
section 3 the results of envelope calculations are presented for typical AT.4 
parameters. In the low current regime the initial conditions for envelope 
calculations are obtained from DPC calculations that model beams for FEL 
applications. The DPC ion channel model and additional ATA results are 
discussed in section 4. The emittance growth results for several operational 
conditions are presented in the context of the mcst likely m = 0 mode driver. 
This was originally thought to be based on the disparity of the ion channel 
size seen by early and late parts of the beam pulse. 

2. Basic Beam Behavior with Laser Guiding 
The ATA beam is transported by an ion channel focusing force. The 

channel is formed by ionization caused by a laser passing through benzene. 
The laser initially produces a plasma and t,hus the plasma electrons are usu- 
ally assumed to be expelled by the passage of the intense relativistic electron 
beam. The process of ionization and the expulsion of plasma electrons each 
occur in a finite amount of time. At a fixed z position the ion density builds 
up in accordance with an ionization rate equation. During buildup plasma 
electrons are being expelled and ions experience the radial field of the rela- 
tivistic electrons. The ions are then attracted toward the axis until their own 
charge density increase repels them to a larger radius. With a sufficiently 
long beam pulse the ions oscillate in the electric field of the beam. In typical 
ATA operation ions collapse toward the axis and just begin to expand during 
the time of a pulse. 

The relativistic electron beam which is being guided by the ion channel 
does poJ experience a fixed focusing force. The focusing force varies in r 
(where T is the time back from the beam head) due to the deposition time 
of the ions, the collapse of the ions toward the axis, and interaction with 
plasma electrons. There are also other r dependent effects such as charge 
exchange, cracking of benzene into fragments and beam induced ionization 
which complicate this picture. 

Much of the basic beam behavior with laser guiding can be understood 
approximately using models which ignore z variation. Clearly these models 
do not explain phenomena near gaps, or the beam head and tail. They 
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apply only in the body of the beam. The main purpose in studying these 
models is to provide indications of behavior which augment the process of 
understanding the experimental data. Conclusions drawn from these models 
can provide intuition about what is occurring at the beam head and tail, 
but do not lead to definitive information in this region. More complet,e 
information is obtained from the more elaborate UPC calculations. 

Plasma electron exnulsion 

One of the substantial questions is whether or not the plasina electrons 
are actually expelled. Some plasma electrons must be expelled in order 
that the beam is guided, but perhaps not all. Since the beam has a strong 
pinch force and the channel attracts electrons, in some circumstances plasma 
electrons accelerate and join the beam electrons which originated from the 
injector. An answer can be obtained by solving t,he radial and axial equations 
of motion. (assume no angular momentum) 
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This is the approach employed by DPC, but including all the force equation 
terms The solution of these equations gives a detailed description of electron 
trajectories, but is more t.han necessary to determine if plasma electrons hit 
the wall. 

In the main body of the pulse z variation is small and can be ignored. In 
the approximation of a long pulse with no z variation, the Hamiltonian can 
be used to determine whether or not plasma electrons are expelled. When 
there is no E, field t,he canonical momentum, P, is conserved. (Obviously 
this does not apply near a gap!) The normalized relativistic Ilamilt,onian is 
then, 
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Since the channel plasma electrons are assumed to be birthed at rest with 
no magnetic field the 7’0 term of Eq.(l) will be excluded in the following 
analysis. (In a transition region from magnetics to laser guiding it must be 
included.) Because ‘?f is conserved, and a plasma electron is initially at rest, 
Eq.(l) can be rearranged to express 7’: only in terms of a function of c and 
initial quantities (denoted by subscript 0). 
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The left side of Eq.(2) is manifest,ly positive definite and thus all allowed 
radial positions must satisfy, 
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This condition can be made more precise by expressing A, in terms of the 
beam current and 4 in terms of ion line density. Assuming beam current, 
Jc = -(mc3/e)(i/=Rz)e-r’lR~, and a gaussian profile for ion density 
pi = (mc2/e)(;\i/~Rt)~-“‘R’ with i = lrb](e/mcs), L = Xi(e/mc2), and 
defining the function Q, 
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then substituting into Eq.(3) gives, 
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For a specified beam current and ion channel line density the only factor 
in Eq.(5) which can vary is the Q function. From the initial position of an 
electron to a radius of the size of standard beam pipes Q generally has a 
range of about 0 to 3. The maximum radius of a plasma electron trajectory 
is determined when the expression on the left side of Eq.(5) equals zero. If 
the maximum radius is greater than the wail radius the plasma electron is 
expelled. 
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Jon channel collaose time 

A primary postulated cause of emittance variation throughout a beam 
pulse is the varying focusing force caused by the relationship of beam to ion 
channel size. For a particular beam radius the focusing force is larger if the 
ion channel is inside. It is thus important to know the time to minimum 
ion channel size compared to the time length of the beam pulse. This is 
especially crucial if the ion channel undergoes several oscillations during the 
beam pulse. 

The time for the collapse of the ions to their minimum radius can be 
estimated from an electrostatic model. The equation of motion of an ion at 
the channel edge can be solved assuming only a radial electric field. The 
governing field equation is, 

v, .2 = 4Tpb + 47rpi (6 ) 

where P* and p, are the beam and channel density. Temporarily assuming 
no z variation, and flat profiles of beam radius D and channel radius R;. 
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The radial ion channel equation of motion is then, 
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Equation (8) can be multiplied by dr/dl to obtain an expression for the 
velocity. 
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which then determines the radial position of minimum radius, P,,, from 
dr/dt = 0. The estimate of time to collapse to P,,,,” is obtained from a 
solution of Eq.(9). 

dr 
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For typical FEL parameters of ,I - 60 esu/cm, a - 1 cm, I* - 2500 amps, 
mi - 78 (benzene), Eq.(lO) gives rrnln - .1383 cm and tcoliop,a - 50 ns. At 
lo4 amps the time to P,<” clearly decreases. 

3. Envelope Formulation Results 

In the envelope formulation reliance is placed on the assumption that 
plasma electrons are fully expelled. Then it is only necessary to account for 
the additional force due to an ion channel in the expression for the radial 
force on the beam. The envelope equation which is used is adapted from a 
treatment without an ion channel [3], 

(11 ) 

where k, = qB/(ym?), and EZ = (Ps/mc)* + y2R2(V2 - (dr/dz)‘c’ - 
(L/R)‘)/ca. To allow for an ion channel the U term is modified with an 
additional term caused by the radial electric field of the ion channel. For a 
Gaussian profile the additional term depends on ion line density Xi, channel 
radius R, and the rms beam radius R. 
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As mentioned earlier an item of concern is the possible growth of emit,- 
tance as transport proceeds using laser guiding. Such growth is much mart 
likely if the beam has large radial oscillations. In the configuration of ATA 
the background gas is fed into the beam line at stations that alternate with 
vacuum pumps. This arrangement enforces some degree of variation off@ 
cusing strength with distance. To study this issue the envelope equation 
has been solved with a channel line density that alternately increases and 
decreases with distance down the accelerator. lo Fig. 1 for & = 0.5 cm, Xi 
varies linearly from 10 to 60 esu/cm, with the high value occurrmg at the 
gas input location and the low value at the pumping station. The energy 
of the beam is increased by 0.25 MV gaps that give an effective gradient 
of 1 MV/m. A decreasing major oscillation of about a 7 m wavelength is 
observed. In Fig. 2 the variation of Xi is 10 times greater, going from 1 to 
60 esu/cm. In this extreme example the radial oscillation becomes unstable 
and grows in amplitude with distance down the accelerator. 
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Figure 1. R(z) for a hi variation of 10 to 60 es&m. 
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Figure 2. R(z) for a hi variation of 1 to 60 au/cm. 

4. DPC Model and Results 

The axisymmetric DPC code has been used to simulate laser guidrd 
transport for a complete pulse the entire length of ATA. The ion channel 
responsible for focusing the beam is modeled by particles that. are self con- 
sistently evolved with the electron beam particles. The format,ion of th? 
channel ions and their paired plasma electrons is determined by rate equa- 
tions for laser ionization, and relativistic electron beam background ioniza- 
tion. For each mechanism an appropriate ion mass spectrum is used. As 
a result the ions undergo considerable radial mixing as they respond to the 
pinching effect of the relativistic electrons because the collapse time scales 
like fi 

The calculation begins at the cathode assuming space charge limited 
emission and a hyperbolic tangent rise on the anode electrode voltage of the 
ATA diode configuration. The electron beam is transported magnetically 
through the ATA injector for reasons described earlier. The evolution of the 
beam pulse charge density for an example of parameters given in Table 1. 
is shown in Fig. 3 at t = 15.5 ns and t = 33 ns. The beam dynamics 
are appreciably different at different times at the same z location since the 
energy increases consistent with the anode voltage rise. Subsequent to the 
injector the beam is focused into a 1 cm radius collimator over which the 
magnetic field is linearly reduced and the background gas pressure is linearly 
increased. The beam current, radius, and emittance as a function of time 
are shown in Fig. 4 at the end of the collimator. The emittance increases 
back into the pulse, however the radius is slightly decreasing for t > 20 ns 
where there is substantial current. The radius of the ion channel correspond- 
ing to Fig. 4 has a minimum situated at 48 ns. Approximately 3 m further 
downstream similar plots are shown in Fig. 5 after the beam traverses 5 
gaps and increases energy by 1.25 MI’. At this location the emittance has 

Table 1. ATA parameters. 
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Figure 3. ATA charge density at t = 15 and 33 ns. 
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Figure 4. End of collimator current. emittance and radius. 
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Figure 5. ATA current, emittance and radius after 5 gaps of acceleration. 

increased by about 30% and the radius decreases slightly. Because the early 
part of the beam begins the collapse of the ion channel, a major question is 
whether or not a particular section of beam encounters an invariant focusing 
force. The bulk force is the same if the channel radius seen by the beam is 
constant. By following beam particles at the front of the pulse and near the 
beam “time” at which the ion channel collapses to a minimurn, it can be 
seen in Fig. 6 that the ion channel is approximately constant. Notice 
however that the early part of the beam sees a channel of roughly three times 
the radius as the later part. In each instance the beam radius and channel 
radius are approximately the same size. Further down the accelerator the 
electron beam tends to be inside the ion channel radius since the equilib- 
rium radius of the beam decreases as energy increases. At the end of the 
accelerator in Fig. 7 the current, radius and emittance are compared to that 
exiting the collimator for a lower current case. The beam radius decreases 
by a factor of two and the emittance increases by about 60%. 

5. Summary 

Expressions have been derived which determine when electrons are cap- 
tured in a simple z independent model. In the same approximation, ignoring 
the spectrum of ion masses the ion collapse time has been calculated. For 
typical ATA currents of 2 to 5 kA the collapse occurs near the end of the 
pulse. Thus any adverse emittance growth effects caused by ion collapse 
would be expected near the end of the pulse. 
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Figure 6. ATA beam and ion radius for two pulse times. 
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Figure 7. End of ATA I, R, and E compared to the collimator result. 

The occurrence of unstable radial oscillations has been demonstrated 
for extreme ion channel Xi variation. The mechanism for this variation 
is realistic, however it is experimentally possible to prevent the degree of 
variation which can be troublesome. 

The DPC code has been used to simulate laser guided transport for a 
complete pulse the entire length of ATA. The variation of channel radius 
throughout the beam pulse has been confirmed and emittance growth has 
been demonstrated at the end of the ATA accelerator. It has been shown 
the ion channel focusing force is different at the front and back of the beam 
pulse however the focusing force tends to be approximately the same as seen 
by each of these sections of the total pulse. 
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